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Internet Communications Using SIP: Delivering VoIP and Multimedia Services with Session Initiation ProtocolJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"This book is like a good tour guide.It doesn't just describe the major attractions; you share in the history, spirit, language, and culture of the place."
   —Henning Schulzrinne, Professor, Columbia University
   Since its birth in 1996, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has grown up. As a richer, much more robust...


		

Independent Guide to the IPhone 4Dennis Publishing, 2010

	This comprehensive guide to the iPhone 4 - the world's most desirable mobile - is effectively the manual Apple forgot to supply with the handset. Covering all iPhone features and reviews for top applications, this is the only guide you'll need to make the most of your phone. If you've just bought an iPhone, this fully updated...


		

QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...





		

Silverlight 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Microsoft .NET Architect Evangelist, Jit Ghosh, presents a practical companion guide to developing rich, interactive web applications with Silverlight 2. Common problems, issues, and every–day scenarios are tackled with a detailed discussion of the solution and ready–made code recipes that will save you hours of coding...

		

Inside Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Web ServicesMicrosoft Press, 2007
Dive deep into the architecture of Exchange Web Servicesand master the intricacies for accessing data with the new, unifying API. Exchange Web Services offers new functionality, replacing old, disparate APIs. This practical guide introduces developers to Exchange Web Services. It includes comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the architecture and key...

		

Developing Java Web Services: Architecting and Developing Secure Web Services Using JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"I commend this book to you as your springboard to the future of how to make the Net work."
    -from the Foreword by Simon Phipps, Chief Technology Evangelist, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
    
    This hands-on developer's guide to Web services prepares you for the next level of distributed computing. The authors clearly show...





		

The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and Services, Second Editionbuilds on the success of the previous best-selling edition, providing comprehensive coverage of IMS – its concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities with a wealth of new and updated material. Mobile telephony with the current technology has been hugely...

		

Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...

		

Reactive Design PatternsManning Publications, 2017

	
		Summary

	
		Reactive Design Patterns is a clearly written guide for building message-driven distributed systems that are resilient, responsive, and elastic. In this book you'll find patterns for messaging, flow control, resource management, and concurrency, along with practical issues like test-friendly...







		

J2EE Platform Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
Build robust, scalable, end-to-end business solutions with  J2EE(TM) Web Services.

This is the definitive practitioner's guide to building  enterprise-class J2EE Web Services that integrate with any B2B application and  interoperate with any legacy system. Sun senior architect Ray Lai introduces 25...


		

The 3G IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS): Merging the Internet and the Cellular Worlds, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"If you need to know the IMS vision you need to read this book....
  

 The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) is the exciting new technology that will merge the Internet with the cellular world. It will make Internet technologies such as the web, email, instant messaging, presence, and...


		

Programming Amazon Web Services: S3, EC2, SQS, FPS, and SimpleDBO'Reilly, 2008
Building on the success of its storefront and fulfillment services, Amazon now allows businesses to "rent" computing power, data storage and bandwidth on its vast network platform. This book demonstrates how developers working with small- to mid-sized companies can take advantage of Amazon Web Services (AWS) such as the Simple Storage...
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